We facilitate safe, simple and more affordable credit access to the 60¹ million everyday Americans who currently lack traditional options while rebuilding their financial health.

AWARDS & RECOGNITION

Inc. 5000 (6 years: 2016-2021); Inc. 500 (4 years: 2016-2019)
Financial Times’ List of The Americas’ Fastest Growing Companies (2020 & 2021)
Fintech Breakthrough’s Best Consumer Lending Company (2021) and Best Consumer Lending Platform (2020)
Forbes America (2021) list of America’s Best Startup Employers
Built In (2021 & 2022) Best Places to Work Chicago and (2022) Best Large Companies to Work For Chicago and (2022) Best Perks and Benefits Chicago
Chicago Tribune (2018) Top Chicago Workplace

OppFi gave me a chance. I’m building up my credit and it’s giving me hope.

KRISTINA, FRESNO, CA
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